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Figure 1: Lisa wants to use a power drill for training in VR, requiring a dedicated proxy that replicates form, feel and function.

ABSTRACT

Experiencing virtual environments is often limited to abstract in-

teractions with objects. Physical proxies allow users to feel virtual

objects, but are often inaccessible. We present the VoxelHap toolkit

which enables users to construct highly functional proxy objects us-

ing Voxels and Plates. Voxels are blocks with special functionalities

that form the core of each physical proxy. Plates increase a proxy’s

haptic resolution, such as its shape, texture or weight. Beyond pro-

viding physical capabilities to realize haptic sensations, VoxelHap

utilizes VR illusion techniques to expand its haptic resolution. We

evaluated the capabilities of the VoxelHap toolkit through the con-

struction of a range of fully functional proxies across a variety of

use cases and applications. In two experiments with 24 participants,

we investigate a subset of the constructed proxies, studying how

they compare to a traditional VR controller. First, we investigated

VoxelHap’s combined haptic feedback and second, the trade-o�s

of using ShapePlates. Our �ndings show that VoxelHap’s proxies

outperform traditional controllers and were favored by participants.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Human-centered computing→ Virtual reality.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Virtual Reality (VR) is a promising technology for many areas such

as rehabilitation, simulation, training and design [25]. Although VR

developers continue to enhance VR devices with increased visual

and auditory capabilities, we still lack appropriate haptic feedback

for VR objects; in fact, from a haptic perspective, VR content re-

mains strictly virtual. One concept to address this shortcoming

is the use of real-world ‘stand-ins’ for virtual objects, so-called

proxies, that approximate virtual objects properties and character-

istics [9, 27, 41, 50]. Ideally, one proxy can act as a stand-in for

multiple virtual objects, reducing the number of proxies needed. To

realize this, we need to overcome the challenge of similarity—how

closely a proxy resembles a virtual object in terms of properties

such as shape and size [3, 14], weight [63] or textures [12, 15]. In

this work, we aim to enable users to construct highly functional

proxies [14, 36], approximating the (for them) crucial properties of

the virtual object to unlock realistic VR experiences.

Imagine Lisa, a carpeting trainee who wants to improve her

practical skills without using valuable resources. Lisa can use the

VR training program, but she would need dedicated controllers for

each of the tools she wants to practice with. A single recon�gurable

device could address this problem: it could provide realistic haptic

feedback to be a hammer, or a power drill, because it can change its

shape to adapt to the particular needs of the moment. This is where

VoxelHap comes in, allowing Lisa to build a functional proxy drill

using recon�gurable Voxels, approximating form (see Figure 1). As

she wants to practice working with the drill, the proxy needs to

support the desired functions: for example, provide tactile feedback

when pressing the trigger button or kinesthetic haptic feedback

when securing the drill bit. Lisa can add this functionality by using

two special types of Voxels, Vibration and Rotation. Finally, she
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increases the shape �delity of the proxy by 3D-printed ShapePlates

with the aim to increase overall realism and usability.

In this work, we designed and developed VoxelHap: a block-based

construction toolkit that enables users to build fully functional

proxy objects that deliver tactile and kinesthetic haptic sensations.

In its current implementation, VoxelHap combines and supports a

range of haptic dimensions while enabling realistic input and output

controls. Our main goal with VoxelHap proxies is to allow users to

construct proxies with great expressibility, combining kinesthetic

and tactile haptic feedback. To this end, we only consider handheld-

sized objects. Here, we make �ve contributions:

1. We present the VoxelHap concept, empowering users to build

functional proxies, providing tactile and kinesthetic feedback.

2. We designed and implemented VoxelHap’s hardware, mainly

consisting of Voxels and Plates.

3. We constructed several functional proxies using VoxelHap to

evaluate the toolkit and demonstrate its versatility and power.

4. We conducted a technical evaluation and two user studies to

better understand VoxelHap’s capabilities and limitations.

5.We open-source the VoxelHap toolkit to the community1.

2 RELATEDWORK

Our work is positioned in the �eld of haptic feedback in VR and

recon�gurable devices. Therefore, we use the next section to outline

the most relevant work in the �eld.

2.1 Haptics in VR

The VR community broadly distinguishes between two types of

haptic feedback, active and passive. The latter uses physical "stand-

ins" (proxies) objects [27, 41] to approximate properties of virtual

objects such as shape and size [3, 14], weight [63] or textures

[12, 15]. Various studies have shown that proxies improve task

performance, realism and thus presence in VR compared to purely

virtual experiences—and even rough approximations have positive

e�ects on the experience [24, 40]. In addition, researchers have

demonstrated that small discrepancies between physical proxy and

virtual object can remain unnoticed [17, 32, 58, 64]. This is caused

by the visual dominance phenomenon, where, in the case of con-

�icting sensory modalities, vision usually dominates over other

senses [21]. This e�ect has been utilized to increase the haptic res-

olution of passive proxies. For example, Ban et al. [5] manipulated

the perceived shape of a proxy by o�setting a user’s virtual hand

from the real hand while maintaining its haptic cues. This method

can also be used to increase the functional capabilities of proxies.

For example, Yang et al. [61] presented a grabbing tool using only

passive mechanisms and applied dynamic visual adjustments to cre-

ate an illusion of di�erent sized virtual objects. Similarly, Strandholt

et al. [53] o�set physical (proxy) tools, e.g., a hammer, to simulate

a realistic haptic impact after each strike on a virtual nail. Such

approaches are cheap and e�ective, but are often in�exible.

2.2 Vibrotactile Haptic Feedback in VR

In contrast, active haptic feedback uses computer-generated actua-

tion to impose forces onto the human body, creating the desired

1https://github.com/MartinFk/VoxelHap

sensations. There exist many approaches that use actuation to pro-

vide compelling haptic feedback for various types of interactions

[2, 23, 44, 46, 54, 56, 59, 62]. Vibrotactile actuation is a form of active

haptic feedback and has been extensively used in VR, ranging from

simulating buttons [44] to object properties such as compliance

[30], all the way to textures [54] and dynamic masses [56]. One

downside is that such devices are often disembodied from the vir-

tual content in terms of other object properties such as shape and

size, restricting the possible interactions to a limited pre-de�ned

set. Illusions might help to overcome this limitation, but rough

approximations are still needed to create compelling proxies that

enrich VR experiences [14, 40, 41].

2.3 Recon�gurable Devices for VR Haptics

Here, recon�gurable devices can help, because they can change

their physical con�guration, in a computer-controlled [51, 65] or

manual way [14, 35, 45, 66], allowing them to adapt to the given

use case.

Zhu et al. [66] used Rubik’s twists, a passive low-cost twistable

artifact, allowing users to build interactive haptic proxies for var-

ious hand-graspable VR objects. The shape approximations can

be equipped with active components, e.g., buttons, to increase the

range of supported interactions. On the other hand, Zhao et al. [65]

presented block-based swarm robots that self-assemble physical

handheld-sized proxies for VR, but are limited to block-like shapes.

Therefore, HapticBots [55] extended this approach by out�tting the

swarm robots with a shape-changing mechanism. Going beyond

approximating shape and size, Li et al. [36] presented HapLink-

age, allowing realistic simulations of e.g., wrenches, pliers, scissors

and syringes by using a linkage mechanism that supports typical

motion patterns. However, for novices it may be challenging to

construct. Block-based approaches have been shown to allow lay

users to easily build rough approximations [14, 31]. Therefore, Feick

et al. [14] and Arora et al. [3] presented block-based construction

toolkits, TanGi and VirtualBricks, for approximating size, shape

but also functional parts. For example, rotational, stretchable and

bendable parts of virtual objects. The authors highlight the bene�ts

of block-based constructions with respect to their great modularity,

scalability and ease-of-use.

In our work, we aim to empower users to replicate form, feel

and function of virtual objects [14, 36, 66] without sacri�cing re-

con�gurability. This is crucial, because visually and haptically re-

alistically rendered objects [28, 42] promote better skill transfer

into the real world. We utilize the advantages of passive haptics by

using modular building blocks, called Voxels [43], for shape and size

approximation, allowing the proxy to be touched and explored as a

whole, going beyond pre-de�ned interaction points [13] as most

VR controllers o�er. To increase the haptic resolution of our prox-

ies, we utilize rapid prototyping techniques [39], haptic illusions

[1, 7, 30, 44] and active haptic components [2, 46, 54, 56].

3 VOXELHAP

VoxelHap is a toolkit that gives users the ability to create haptic

proxies based on a set of building blocks. These building blocks give

https://github.com/MartinFk/VoxelHap
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Figure 2: BaseVoxel consists of a PCB in a block design, a

translucent 3D-printed shell assembled with M3 screws, and

conductive touch pads on each side.
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Figure 3: Schematics of a BaseVoxel.

the proxies di�erent physical and interaction capabilities, and em-

ploy haptic illusions to enhance the haptic resolution of the proxy.

VoxelHap is an end-to-end system, where the software tool supports

the assembly process by providing visual guidance to e�ciently as-

semble the desired proxy. The system hosts an exact representation

of each proxy in its current con�guration in real time. At Voxel-

Hap’s core we have BaseVoxels, the most basic reusable unit. To

increase haptic resolution, Voxels and Plates with special function-

alities and properties can be added on demand. Below, we discuss

the design rationale and fabrication of VoxelHap’s components.

3.1 Voxels

We use cube blocks (Voxels) as our basic building structure [14, 31,

43, 45, 48, 49, 60], because cubes are a well-established approach

for construction kits, and have been demonstrated to be e�ective.

Voxels can be connected to each other genderlessly using a custom-

designed ConnectionPlate mechanism (i.e., they can be connected in

any direction, and in any orientation). Each Voxel is a self-contained

unit and designed for input and output [60]. In this work, we present

two additional types of Voxels that provide additional (correspond-

ing) capabilties, VibrationVoxel and RotationVoxel. The toolkit can

be extended to include new capabilities, e.g. twistable or bendable

units, or other types of sensors [3, 14, 37, 60]. Voxels are recharge-

able and �ashable through a custom docking station with pogo pin

connections (see Figure 2 and Figure 4).

BaseVoxel. The BaseVoxel o�ers the basis for all other types of

Voxels. It measures 37 × 37 mm (outer shell) and weighs 38 ĝ. Each

BaseVoxel consists of six 3D FDM printed translucent PETG shells

of 3ģģ thickness secured with M3 screws, and has touch sensitive

areas on all sides, which have been 3D-printed with conductive

�lament. It hosts an Espressif ESP8266 (ESP12F Module), a TP4056

LiPo Charger IC, an MPU6050 six-axis gyro and accelerometer, a

Figure 4: Displaying how the PCB �ts inside the 3D-printed

shell. The ConnectionPlate adapter of the RotationVoxel.

The pin layout, LED and touch sensing pin, and right next

to it the charging and �ashing unit with pogo pins (left to

right).

voltage regulator (LDL212D33R), a proximity capacitive touch sen-

sor controller (MPR121), six NeoPixel Nano 2020 LEDs to illuminate

the sides, and a 3.7Ē 200ģýℎ LiPo for powering the Voxel. The

PCB comes in a cube shape (33 × 33 mm) with a cut-out part for

the antenna to ensure a proper �t inside the 3D-printed Voxel; the

high level schematics can be found in Figure 3.

VibrationVoxel. This type of Voxel enables rendering of tactile

feedback when holding or touching the proxy. We implemented

this by extending the BaseVoxel by a voice-coil actuator (HAPTIC™

Reactor ALPSALPINE AFT14), a Bluetooth 5.0 low latency (45ms)

audio receiver and an audio class D ampli�er (PAM8403). Our PCB

design ensures that the actuator can be placed and a�xed inside

the PCB cube. For ease of use, the vibration patterns (audio �les)

are sent directly from the PC via Bluetooth, i.e., once the Vibra-

tionVoxel is running it can be used as any other audio output device.

It weighs 46 ĝ.

RotationVoxel. Enables proxies to have rotational parts [3, 14, 36],

but also renders kinesthetic force feedback for rotational move-

ments. To achieve this, we added a brushless DC Motor2204 260KV,

an ICTMC6300motor driver andmagnetic position sensor (MAQ473)

to the BaseVoxel’s PCB. The RotationVoxel can be used passively

e.g., for sensing, or as an active component to provide resistances

when turning it. To enable a solid connection, one side of the Ba-

seVoxel and the PCB was removed to o�er space for the Connec-

tionPlate adapter (see Figure 4). Total weight is 65 ĝ.

Voxels enable rapid prototyping of proxies within several min-

utes [14], creating functional low �delity versions of virtual models

that may be su�cient in some situations, for example, to better

understand depth and scale of virtual scenes [40].

3.2 Plates

Plates are optional passive components that increase haptic res-

olution and functionality. These allow the user to create higher

�delity haptic proxies, which can be used for realistic training and

simulations. We took inspiration from Mueller et al. [39]’s work on

FaBrickation, because similar to VoxelHap, the authors use basic

block structures (LEGO®) to improve fabrication and prototyping

time and additionally, they 3D-printed high �delity parts for accu-

rate shape approximation. Within VoxelHap, we currently provide

�ve di�erent types of Plates as depicted in Figure 5 and Figure 6:

Connection-, Shape-, Texture-, Weight- and TrackingPlates.

ConnectionPlates. Required to connect Voxels to each other. They

are 3D-printed using conductive �lament, creating a closed circuit

upon connection, allowing the system to determine the side and
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Figure 5: 3D-printed ShapePlates of the drill that can be at-

tached to the low �delity drill to increase shape resolution.

Figure 6: TexturePlates, WeightPlate and ConnectionPlate.

the type of Voxels that got connected to each other (see Figure 6).

ShapePlates. Can be used to increase proxy �delity if needed (see

Figure 5). For instance, any shape can be 3D-printed onto the Plates

to increase shape resolution. The ShapePlates can be generated by

�rst applying voxelization and second, projecting anything below a

45-degree angle onto the ShapePlate, because that is the max. over-

hang that can be reliability 3D-printed without a support structure.

If 3D-printed with conductive �lament, we can also detect touch

input on ShapePlates, since they make contact with Voxel’s touch

pads, e.g., the power drill’s trigger button shown in Figure 1.

TexturePlates. Plates that are augmented with material textures

such as fabric or rubber. They can be used to simulate local di�er-

ences in textures to e.g., improve the grip when holding a tool or,

depending on the use case, create various touch sensations (see

Figure 6 left). TexturePlates can also be combined with other fabri-

cation techniques, such as 3D-printed hair structures by Degraen

et al. [12] or metamaterials [15], to create di�erent material texture

sensations—the advantage being that it can be 3D-printed all to-

gether.

WeightPlates. The overall weight and center of mass are impor-

tant properties of proxies [63] and hence, VoxelHap o�ers Plates to

‘balance’ them. To do so, we embedded lead into the Plates, allowing

users to increase the overall weight. Moreover, the location of the

WeightPlate will shift a proxy’s center of mass. A WeightPlate adds

45 ĝ to the proxy (see Figure 6 middle).

TrackingPlates. Voxels sense their orientation and acceleration,

but for accurate mapping between real-world proxy and virtual

model, a shared coordinate system is required. Here, TrackingPlates

o�er mounts for systems such as an HTC Vive tracker or Optitrack

marker to enable robust tracking.

Overall, we fabricated 13 Voxels (9 BaseVoxels, 3 VibrationVoxels

and 1 RotationVoxel) and several Plates of each type.

Figure 7: VoxelHap’s supported construction process.

3.3 Haptic Proxy Description Format

While haptic proxies can be constructed haphazardly, we need a

structured format to describe the appearance, behavior and func-

tionality of block-like proxies. We introduce the Haptic Proxy De-

scription Format (.hpdf ), a semi-generalizable description format

for proxy design, which includes a proxy’s kinematics, a functional-

ity log and a construction plan. To this end, users need to manually

create the .hpdf once and thence, they can re-use or share it.

Kinematics. 3D models for di�erent parts of the object as .fbx �les,

especially for functional parts. This includes physical properties

of object parts such as their texture, material and mass, and also

mechanical features to allow realistic approximation.

Functionality Log. Contains a list of parametric input and output

controls such as button press and the resulting visual and haptic

output.

Construction Plan. A visual construction plan where a user can

decide between three levels of proxy �delity: (1) a low �delity

approximation only requiring BaseVoxels, (2) high shape �delity

by adding ShapePlates, and (3) functionality through the use of

Vibration- and/or RotationVoxels.

3.4 Construction Walkthrough

In the following, we illustrate the construction process (Figure 7),

where Lisa downloads the .hpdf �le for the desired power drill.

As soon as she powers the Voxels, they connect wirelessly, and

appear in the virtual environment. As she engages with the assem-

bly process, two Voxels light up to indicate which sides should be

connected. As Lisa follows the step-by-step instructions, di�erent

sides light up until she is �nished with the low �delity proxy. She

wants to increase the shape resolution and therefore, she selects the

ShapePlate option. As a result, she needs to 3D-print the missing

pieces to achieve the desired shape resolution. Similarly, she can

select functional features for the proxy. Lisa opts for the trigger

button and three haptic renderings: vibrotactile feedback when

using the trigger button, as well as for the drill running in idle

and drilling mode. For the latter, she can map interactions with

virtual objects to their corresponding haptic feedback pattern; for

instance, the haptic feedback when drilling wood is di�erent from

that of steel or concrete. After Lisa has practiced using her power

drill proxy, she wants to try a di�erent type of drill, e.g. with two

handles to improve stability. Thus, she simply goes through the

steps outlined before, recon�guring her proxy.
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Figure 8: VoxelHap rattle. Low shape �delity, high shape

�delity and corresponding virtual model (left to right).

Figure 9: VoxelHap dial lock. Low shape �delity, high shape

�delity and corresponding virtual model (left to right).

Figure 10: VoxelHap salt shaker. Low shape �delity, high

shape �delity and corresponding virtual model (left to right).

4 CONSTRUCTING VOXELHAP PROXIES

In this section, we showcase VoxelHap proxies’ expressiveness

power across three dimensions: types of functionality, haptic feed-

back and geometry. We did this as a �rst evaluation of the toolkit

as proposed by Ledo et al. [34].

4.1 Types of Functionalities

One of the VoxelHap toolkit’s main contributions are replicas that

combine tactile and kinesthetic haptic feedback. To illustrate this,

we built two functional proxies, a rattle and a coded dial lock.

Rattle. We chose a matraca toy (see Figure 13), because it nicely

demonstrates tactile and kinesthetic feedback within a single in-

teraction. When rattling, a user can feel the moving parts (inertia)

and the distinct clacks of the cogwheel. We assembled this proxy

using four BaseVoxels, a VibrationVoxel and the RotationVoxel. The

BaseVoxels allow a rough approximation of the rattle, but more

importantly the RotationVoxel enables the rotating parts and thus

renders the kinesthetic feedback (inertia). Tactile sensations of the

cogwheel are then added at each cog (35◦) using the VibrationVoxel.

By 3D-printing ShapePlates, the handle becomes more realistic and

ergonomic (see Figure 8).

Coded Dial Lock. A coded dial lock is another example where

tactile feedback (tick marks) and kinesthetic feedback (resistance)

is needed to provide compelling haptic feedback. The VoxelHap

proxy consists of six BaseVoxels to create a supporting structure,

Figure 11: Pseudo-haptic button, sti�ness and size variations.

approximating the height of a stationary dial lock, a VibrationVoxel

to haptically render the tick marks, and the RotationVoxel, for sens-

ing and for providing basic resistance when turning (see Figure 9).

This is an example of an ungrounded haptic devices.

4.2 Types of Haptic Feedback

Using the VibrationVoxel and RotationVoxel with the touch/force

sensing capabilities gives us the ability to create a variety of highly

synchronized haptic impressions and illusions. Here, we present a

set of functional proxies that we constructed using VoxelHap.

Pseudo-Haptic Illusions. Combining pseudo-haptic e�ects [20, 33]

with vibrotactile actuation [23] can result in realistic haptic sen-

sations. For example, Park et al. [44] simulated a physical button

press. As shown in Figure 11, we re-implemented this using Voxel-

Hap, coupling touch sensor input (pressure) to the corresponding

pseudo-haptic visualization and tactile feedback. Similarly, we can

alter the perceived sti�ness of the VibrationVoxel when pinching

it. This can be achieved by mapping the force input to a mesh de-

former2 and the corresponding vibrations analogously to [1, 8, 30].

For this type of interaction, we can also alter the size of the virtual

model while using the same proxy. Bergström et al. [7] showed that

virtual objects can be up to 50% larger or 10% smaller compared to

their physical counterpart. All implemented illusions are depicted

in Figure 11.

Rendering Textures. Interacting with surface textures results in

unique haptic feedback. For instance, the feelingwhen drillingwood

di�ers signi�cantly from that of drilling metal. Our VoxelHap power

drill proxy (see Figure 1) allows users to perceive this di�erence

through varying vibrotactile feedback [54]. Finally, TexturePlates

can be used to provide tactile feedback when touching proxies in an

encounter-type fashion [2, 54], i.e., rotating to the corresponding

textures when needed.

Simulating Mass. We can simulate co�ee sloshing around in

a mug, e.g., through vibrotactile feedback [56]. To demonstrate

this, we built a mug, consisting of a VibrationVoxel, a BaseVoxel

and ShapePlates (see Figure 12). Even more realistic sensations

can be achieved by adding the RotationVoxel and a WeightPlate.

Synchronizing the moving WeightPlate with the interaction creates

a realistic feeling of inertia [46, 59]. This e�ect may be strengthened

when combined with pseudo-haptic weight techniques [47].

2https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/modeling/deform-148425

https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/modeling/deform-148425
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Figure 12: VoxelHap mug. BaseVoxel, VibrationVoxel and a

mug handle using ShapePlates. Full shape resolution using

ShapePlates. Added RotationVoxel and WeightPlate for mov-

ing mass simulation (left to right).

4.3 Types of Geometries

VoxelHap’s core capability is limited by the Voxel’s size. To increase

shape resolution, one may add ShapePlates; however, this requires

additional fabrication time. Moreover, the block-based approach

favors certain types of geometries.

Our current implementation bene�ts convex object geometries,

but only for objects bigger than the BaseVoxel size of 3.7 ęģ. Any

arbitrary shape can be 3D-printed onto the ShapePlates to resemble

smaller features of the virtual object, for instance, a trigger button,

handles, or even other geometric primitives e.g., spheres, triangles

or pyramids. One limitation is that the construction of high-�delity

objects such as pens or screwdrivers [36] may be 3D-printed onto

a ShapePlate, but interactions will often be limited to touch and

exploration, rather than function. On the other hand, concave ge-

ometries can also be achieved. For instance, a ring may be built with

BaseVoxels and ShapePlates, but this may quickly become bulky,

depending on the use case.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

5.1 Voxel Firmware

The Voxel software is implemented in C++, and uses an ESP-WIFI

MESH3 to communicate with a master (ESP32), which is tethered

to a host machine using serial port communication. By using ESP-

MESH, we ensure low power consumption, low latency and great

scalability, theoretically up to 1000 Voxels. There exist two template

commands, for sensing and actuation, which are used to enable

seamless communication between Voxels and the master. Our mas-

ter application o�ers an exact representation of the current types

of Voxels used, their functionality and status. Moreover, we can

support and monitor multiple proxies at the same time. Once a

users powers on a Voxel of any type, it automatically registers at

the master with a unique id, and calibrates itself. Voxels can detect

their neighbors when being connected to each other using conduc-

tive pins on the ConnectionPlates, and pads on the underlying PCB.

They constantly send updates to the master (baud rate 115200) to

enable seamless interactions. The RotationVoxel was controlled

using SimpleFOC [52].

3https://www.espressif.com/en/products/sdks/esp-wi�-mesh/overview

Figure 13: Recording vibrations from real-world object inter-

actions using a condenser vibration pickup microphone.

5.2 Virtual Environment

Our Voxel pipeline works with any machine and software that

supports serial port communication. We implemented our virtual

environment using Unity3D (v.2021.3.10f1). Sensing updates are

received asynchronously and can be mapped to the desired visual-

ization. Actuation commands can be triggered within the virtual

environment, and are then forwarded to the corresponding Voxel.

To this end, we provide a basic set of functions as illustrated before;

however, additional functionality can be added as needed.

Construction Plan. Voxelizing the virtual model was done using the

mesh voxelizer asset4. Currently ShapePlates have to be manually

post-processed in CAD software. When initiating the construc-

tion process, the system sends two actuation commands (i.e., turn

LED on) to a pair of Voxels. This lights up one side on each Voxel,

indicating which sides should be connected [31]. Connecting to

the wrong side will prevent users from continuing. Once either

Voxel has established a connection, they send a con�rmation event.

The construction plan retrieves information from the manually

generated .hpdf �le.

5.3 Recording Vibrotactile Feedback

Vibrotactile feedback can o�er rich haptic feedback, but is challeng-

ing to program [11]. Inspired by Tanaka et al. [56], we attached

an AKG C411 high-performance miniature condenser vibration

pickup microphone to the real-world objects, recording the vibra-

tions caused by the interaction on a Zoom H4n Pro, as depicted

in Figure 13. Through early pilot testing, we found that simply

replaying the recorded sounds on the actuator did not result in

convincing haptic feedback. The sensations felt rather weak and

pilots struggled to distinguish them. Therefore, we modulated the

recorded sound using a square shape wave with an amplitude cor-

responding to the recorded volume (in Ěþ). We synchronized the

vibrotactile feedback using discrete keypoints in the interaction.

6 TECHNICAL EVALUATION

We evaluated the technical capabilities of VoxelHap with respect to

the following aspects. The table below summarizes the results: (1)

according to ESP-MESH up to 1000 Voxels; however, we can only

guarantee 13 Voxels; (2) measured weight of the proxies (excluding

trackers), except dial lock, because it was stationary; (3) measure-

ments were taken using a PCE-FM 50N Series force gauge and we

report average values after 3 repetitions. (4) and (5) are hardware

limitations; (6) fabrication costs including all hardware components.

4https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/utilities/mesh-voxelizer-150233

https://www.espressif.com/en/products/sdks/esp-wifi-mesh/overview
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/utilities/mesh-voxelizer-150233
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1 Maximum # of Voxels 13

2.a Shaker Weight 85 ĝ

2.b Rattle Weight 339 ĝ

2.c Shaker Weight With ShapePlates 105 ĝ

2.d Rattle Weight With ShapePlates 368 ĝ

3.b ConnectionPlate Strength Vertically 36.56 Ċģ

3.c ConnectionPlate Strength Horizontally 7.87 Ċģ

3.d ConnectionPlate Req. Connection Force 1.26 Ċģ

3.e RotationVoxel Rotational Torque Range 0.3–17.2 Ċģģ

4 RotationVoxel Rotational Range ∞

5 RotationVoxel Max. Rotational Velocity 260 RPM

6.a BaseVoxel Fabrication Cost €19.87

6.b RotationVoxel Fabrication Cost €58.28

6.c VibrationVoxel Fabrication Cost €37.99

7.a BaseVoxel & RotationVoxel Est. Latency 48ģĩ

7.b VibrationVoxel Est. Latency 56ģĩ

8.a BaseVoxel Avg. Battery Power 82 min

8.b RotationVoxel Avg. Battery Power 26 min

8.c VibrationVoxel Avg. Battery Power 63 min

Table 1: Summary of technical evaluation.

(7) was estimated by combining latency of the di�erent components.

(8) is runtime under 50% load when fully charged.

7 USER EVALUATION

To further evaluate the toolkit, we conducted two user studies,

comparing VoxelHap against the current state of the art [34]. First,

we wanted to understand potential bene�ts of coupling function

with the corresponding tactile and kinesthetic haptic feedback pro-

vided by VoxelHap. Second, we studied VoxelHap’s high shape

approximation feature ShapePlates.

7.1 Experiment 1—The Impact of Functionality

The �rst study was designed to compare low �delity BaseVoxel

approximations with combined functional haptic feedback against

the current state of the art, a standard Vive controller providing

basic vibrotactile feedback. We allowed participants to customize

the strength of the vibrotactile feedback, for both devices, until

it felt realistic to them. We included this to collect more insights,

potentially informing future research on designing vibrotactile feed-

back for VR. Here, we only use Base and Functional Voxels. Please

note, the Vive controller uses a rumble motor instead of a voice-coil

actuator. Therefore, we could not play the recorded sounds. The

duration of the vibrations was tailored to �t the interaction, and

strength was adjusted by changing the vibration’s amplitude.

7.1.1 Task & Proxies. We implemented three mini-games, high-

lighting VoxelHap’s functional capabilities. We used the Rattle, Dial

Lock and Shaker proxies shown above. Since we only fabricated a

single RotationVoxel, we built a second stationary device with the

RotationVoxel’s hardware, except the PCB. This was used for the

safe dial lock. In the following, we describe the three mini-games.

Dial Lock. The goal of this task to unlock the safe. To do so,

participants had to rotate the dial to di�erent positions highlighted

in red. They had to remain in that position for 500ģĩ before the

next target appeared. Six combinations had to be solved to unlock

the safe. The order was randomized; however, the total rotational

travel distance required to complete the task remained equal.

Rattle. Here, participants were asked to cheer for their favourite

team by rattling with a speci�c rotational speed in order to �ll

the progress bar. The progress bar �lled quicker if they stayed

within the correct speed range. This was done to limit participants’

maximum velocity while still allowing them to focus on the haptic

feedback provided.

Shaker. Participants were asked to shake salt into the highlighted

pots. The amount of salt required to complete one pot was set to

three successful shakes, i.e., at least 3
4
of the salt needed to land

in the pot. To �nish the game, six completed pots were required,

resulting in 3 × 6 = 18 interactions. The order of the highlighted

pots was randomized.

We opted for the three VoxelHap proxies, because they combine

tactile and kinesthetic haptic feedback, di�er in dimensions, and

cover two types of devices, grounded as well as ungrounded. We

decided against proxies that utilize VR illusions, because they need

to be carefully calibrated to an individual is perceptual boundaries

in order to remain unnoticed [19]. Otherwise, they might a�ect

participants’ assessments.

7.1.2 Design. We used a within-subjects design. We had three

conditions: Dial Lock, Rattle and Shaker, each performed once with

a VoxelHap proxy and the standard Vive controller. The conditions

were counterbalanced using a Latin square and we alternated the

order of VoxelHap/controller with each participant. This way, we

ensured that each participant was able to directly compare devices.

7.1.3 Participants. We recruited 12 right-handed participants (four

female, eight male), aged 18–27 (ĉ : 24.15; ďĀ : 3.02) from the

general public and the local university. Participants had a range

of di�erent educational and professional backgrounds including

computer science, linguistics and data science. All participants

reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and did not report

any known health issues which might impair their perception.

Three participants had never used VR before, six had used it a

few times (one to �ve times a year), two reported using it often

(6–10 times a year), and one participant used it on a regular basis

(more than 10 times a year). Participants not associated with our

institution received €10 as remuneration for taking part in the

experiment. The study was approved by the University’s Ethics

Board.

7.1.4 Apparatus. We used an apparatus consisting of an HTC

VIVE Pro Eye tracking system with SteamVR (v.1.22) and OpenVR

SDK (v.1.16.8). The simple virtual scene was developed in Unity3D

(v.2021.3.10f1). We used an Acer Predator Orion 5000 PO5-615s

o�ering an Intel® Core i9 10900k CPU, 32 GB RAM and an Nvidia®

GeForce RTX 3080 for running the experiment. VoxelHap proxies

were tracked using Vive trackers (v.3). In order to avoid potential

issues with battery power, we connected VoxelHap proxies to a

power source for the study.

7.1.5 Procedure. Participants were given a general introduction to

the study. Following this, we obtained consent, and asked them to

�ll in a demographics questionnaire. Next, we showed and explained
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Figure 14: Experiment 1 results. VoxelHap proxies against Vive controller. * = p < .05, ** = p < .01, *** = p < .001.

the VoxelHap proxies to the participants to ensure that they were

familiar with the devices. Then, they entered the VR environment

and were guided through a practice round before they started with

the main task. During the warm-up round they were asked to adjust

the strength of the vibrotactile feedback for both devices until it

felt realistic to them. Participants were instructed to perform a

mini-game with each of the devices. After they completed the mini-

game a questionnaire appeared, assessing their experience with the

device. After each condition (i.e. they �nished a mini-game with

both devices) participants were asked to name their favorite and

the most realistic device and, if possible, explain why they preferred

it over the other. The total experiment took about 45 min.

7.1.6 Data Collection. We collected data from �ve sources: a pre-

study questionnaire for demographic information; �eld notes and

observations; con�gured strength of haptic feedback; a question-

naire after each task and condition in VR using the VRQuestion-

naireToolkit [16] and a semi-structured interview to better under-

stand participants’ experiences with the system.

The questionnaire items were adapted from prior work [14, 63]:

(1.1) My interactions felt realistic.

(1.2) The vibrations were in sync with my interactions.

(1.3) The vibrations matched my visual impression of the game.

(1.4) I enjoyed playing the game.

(1.5) Overall impression of the game.

(2.1) Which of the two devices did you enjoy more?

(2.2) Which of the two devices felt more realistic?

7.1.7 Analysis. Statistical tests were chosen based on whether

the data satis�ed parametric test assumptions at Ă = .05 using

Shapiro–Wilk tests and QQ-plots. For outlier removal, we used

the box plot method. We corrected pairwise comparisons using

Bonferroni-Holm adjustments. Semi-structured interviews were

coded for qualitative analysis.

7.1.8 Results. Overall, our three VoxelHap proxies, Dial Lock, Rat-

tle and Shaker received better scores compared to the standard

Vive controller across all �ve questions regarding realism, synchro-

nization, haptic feedback, enjoyment and overall impression (see

Figure 14). Di�erences were most clear for the Rattle, which saw

the most signi�cant di�erences, followed by the Dial Lock and the

Shaker. Participants reported signi�cantly higher levels of realism

and enjoyment with the VoxelHap Rattle. This is supported by our

analysis on which device participants associated with the highest

realism. As depicted in Figure 14, participants overwhelmingly an-

swered VoxelHap proxies. When asking participants which device

they enjoyed the most, the VoxelHap Rattle and Dial Lock received

comparable results, despite the Shaker being on par (see Figure 17).

Here, some participants stated that the ergonomics of the Vive

controller and the basic haptic feedback were “good enough" (P8) to

play the game. Further, they expected the Dial Lock to have “more

friction” (P6), which we intentionally kept low. Finally, participants

chose VoxelHap proxies to feel more realistic: for example, the

VoxelHap Rattle, due its “realistic and smooth motion" (P1) and

the “weight balance [feeling] so nice" (P5), because “you can really

feel the weight moving" (P7). The VoxelHap Shaker was selected

because “shape and vibration were more realistic" (P6) and had

a “similar shape" (P3) than a real salt shaker. Finally, participants

preferred the VoxelHap Dial Lock, because it “was more intuitvie”

(P3) and “you could actually feel it rotating” (P11).

Our study demonstrates that combining low �delity approxima-

tion and function signi�cantly increased realism in VR, and that

VoxelHap is an e�ective toolkit to achieve this.

Vibrotactile feedback. We asked participants to con�gure the

strength of the vibrotactile feedback during the warm-up phase in

10% increments (0%–unnoticeable; 100%–strongest vibration possi-

ble). They were instructed to select a strength that felt realistic to

them. The results for both Vive controller, Ĩ (34) = −.60, Ħ < .001,

and VoxelHap, Ĩ (34) = −.49, Ħ = .002, suggest a strong negative cor-

relation between object and con�gured vibration strength, meaning

that for the Shaker participants selected weaker vibrations than for

the Dial Lock and the Rattle, respectively (see Figure 18). This is in

line with our assumption that the three study objects di�er in their

“expected” feedback. Together with the �ndings above, receiving

high ratings in synchronization and greater average scores for the

provided vibrotactile feedback, this demonstrates that VoxelHap

proxies e�ectively produce realistic haptic sensations.

7.1.9 Summary & Discussion. Our study showed that VoxelHap

proxies outperform the current standard VR controllers. This shows

VoxelHap’s concept and implementation is e�ective and robust.

However, we frequently observed uncanny valley of haptics e�ects

[6]—where small di�erences a�ected participants’ assessments, e.g.,

the low friction of the Dial Lock. Even though participants preferred

the direct mapping between VoxelHap proxies, the virtual model

and their interactions, they often highlighted the Vive controller’s

better ergonomics. This is not surprising, because block-like struc-

tures can be di�cult to hold (e.g., the handle of the rattle). With
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Figure 15: Experiment 2 results. VoxelHap proxies with ShapePlates against Vive controller. * = p < .05.

this in mind, we designed a second experiment, hypothesizing that

adding VoxelHap’s ShapePlates signi�cantly improves user experi-

ence.

7.2 Experiment 2—The Impact of ShapePlates

Informed by the results of experiment 1, we conducted a second

experiment. Our central interest lay in whether adding shape res-

olution through ShapePlates improves the experience; especially,

how it in�uences realism, tactile feedback and synchronization

that may be a�ected by adding an “additional” 3D-printed layer

to the proxy. By doing so, we could study if our 3 Voxeltypes and

ShapePlates work e�ectively together. We kept Task, Design, Pro-

cedure, Data Collection and Analysis the same. For the Shaker this

meant that the proxy’s size exceeded the virtual models size by

more than recommended [7]. We included this (1) to study trade-

o�s of ShapePlates and (2) to better understand the practical e�ects

of VoxelHap’s geometric limitations. Finally, we also asked partici-

pants to customize the resistance of the Dial Lock to be as realistic

as possible.

7.2.1 Participants. We recruited a new set of 12 right-handed par-

ticipants (�ve female, seven male), aged 19–32 (ĉ : 23.92; ďĀ : 3.73)

from the general public and the local university. Participants had a

range of di�erent educational and professional backgrounds includ-

ing psychology, computer science, law, cybersecurity, economics,

biology and visual computing. All participants reported normal or

corrected-to-normal vision and did not report any known health

issues which might impair their perception. Four participants had

never used VR before, six had used it a few times (one to �ve times

a year), one reported using it often (6–10 times a year), and another

participant used it on a regular basis (more than 10 times a year).

Participants not associated with our institution received €10 as

remuneration for taking part in the experiment. The study was

approved by the University’s Ethics Board.

7.2.2 Results. Our results con�rm the �ndings from experiment

1. VoxelHap proxies received greater average scores than the Vive

controller. We found signi�cant di�erences in realism for the rattle

and the dial lock; but not for the shaker (see Figure 15). Partici-

pants’ ratings on the most realistic device clearly favored VoxelHap.

Interestingly, for the Shaker the Vive controller came out as more

enjoyable in the forced-choice question (see Figure 17). This is in

line with participants’ comments often stating that the VoxelHap

proxy “feels too bulky for a salt shaker” (P5), “is di�cult to hold

because of its size” (P10) or “is heavier that I would expect it to be”

(P2).

Participants were able to con�gure the resistance of safe Dial

Lock’s (ĉĪĥĨħīě = 1.0Ċģģ; ďĀ = 0.4Ċģģ). Since all selected

values lie well within the possible Ċģģ range, we conclude that

the RotationVoxel’s technical capabilities to provide resistance is

suitable for many rotational interactions, e.g., di�erent knobs.

7.2.3 Experiment 1 & 2. Here, we descriptively compare both ex-

periments, because a statistical comparison between them is not

possible due to the iterative nature of our study design. First, when

directly looking at participants’ responses, it becomes evident that

VoxelHap ratings were already quite high in experiment 1 (see Fig-

ure 16). Therefore, a distinct separation between ShapePlates vs.

no ShapePlates was unlikely, especially given our sample size. Nev-

ertheless, the questions regarding the most realistic and enjoyable

device showed a clear increase in favor of ShapePlates, except for

the Shaker. Here, adding ShapePlates led to a proxy that exceeded

participants’ expectations, both in terms of proxy size and weight.

However, functionality, haptic feedback and shape still seemed to

be convincing to receive relatively high realism scores.

ShapePlates are additional 3D-printed parts that can be attached

to the Voxels. Yet it was unclear how this design choice might a�ect

the perception of vibrotactile feedback. Therefore, we compared

the con�gured strength (see Figure 18), synchronization and vibra-

tion scores between the two experiments (see Figure 16), but we

observed no clear di�erence that would suggest a decrease in haptic

resolution, potentially caused by damped vibrations.

7.2.4 Summary & Discussion. The results of experiment 2 con�rm

participants’ positive responses towards VoxelHap proxies. Further,

we found that the RotationVoxel’s resistance feedback appeared to

be in a reasonable range for hand interactions, and that attaching

ShapePlates does not seem to a�ect vibrotactile resolution. Finally,

we gathered insights into how the di�erent levels of shape �delity

provided by VoxelHap a�ect users’ perception. VoxelHap proxies

with ShapePlates were selected as more realistic, even though the

Shaker exceeded a reasonable size and weight. This may suggest

that shape contributes more strongly to overall perception of real-

ism than size [32] and weight. Nevertheless, it comes down to users’

preferences and needs, which is in line with the core objective of

VoxelHap, allowing users to approximate the (for them) crucial

aspects, given the VR experience.
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Figure 16: Experiment 1 and 2 descriptive comparison. VoxelHap proxies with vs. without ShapePlates.
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Figure 17: Participants’ forced-choice votes regarding their

preferred and most realistic device in experiment 1 and 2.

Figure 18: Participants’ con�gured strength of vibrotactile

feedback in experiment 1 and 2 using VoxelHap proxies.

8 DISCUSSION & LIMITATIONS

Finally, we discuss VoxelHap and its current limitations, and outline

recommendations for future work.

8.1 VoxelHap Types of Haptic Feedback

As demonstrated above, VoxelHap proxies enable various types

of haptic feedback such as simulating moving mass [10, 46, 56],

sti�ness [1, 4, 8], resistance [20] and size [7] variations or texture

feedback [2, 12, 15]. In this work, we use application cases to evalu-

ate the capabilities of VoxelHap, which together with our technical

and user evaluation aligns with the proposed methods for toolkit

evaluation according to Ledo et al. [34]. Yet, our user evaluation

only included a subset of the demonstrated proxies. Thus, the cre-

ated sensations need to be evaluated in future work.

To this end, we only built three types of Voxels, but VoxelHap is

not limited to this. We also imagine integrated hinges [36], bendable

[14, 23, 37], twistable [66] or stretchable [14, 17] parts to unlock

more functionality and combinations of haptic feedback. Moreover,

Voxels could also be equipped with wheels [55], allowing them to

re-position themselves, acting as an encounter-type device [38].

There is also a possibility to include rich electrotactile feedback as

suggest by Groeger et al. [22]. The authors embedded conductive

pads and wires directly into the 3D-prints, providing tactile cues on

various geometries. Since we use the same materials for fabrication,

their technique could be adapted to further increase the haptic

resolution of VoxelHap.

8.2 VoxelHap Beyond Virtual Reality

VoxelHap was designed for constructing proxies that can be used in

VR, but any other XR technology could bene�t from it. For example,

functional physical visualizations are still used in many domains

such as design or urban planning, because it is easier to understand

spatial dimensions and facilitate discussions [26]. Users could col-

laboratively create functional drafts and the corresponding virtual

model is generated automatically. Further, VoxelHap’s rich input

and output controls could be used for interactive music produc-

tion or 3D animations by using a programming-by-demonstration

paradigm [29]. We also envision VoxelHap proxies to be e�ective

in remote collaboration, acting as a shared physical artifact. For

example, the local novice could feel the manipulation of the proxy

and could be guided through a task by a remote expert [18].

8.3 VoxelHap’s Limitations

Given the technical capabilities of our Voxels, they do have a com-

petitive size [14, 48, 60]. Nevertheless, they would bene�t from an

even more compact design. Both BaseVoxel and VibrationVoxel

leave room for optimization; however, the RotationVoxel mainly

determined �nal dimensions. This is a result of the chosen motor,

because it needed to be large enough to produce human-noticeable

resistance. We tested several di�erent motor versions and opted for
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the smallest possible motor. This remains a problem of any active

haptic device or component—they are often bulky, because of the

forces they need to produce. Here, VR illusions could perhaps help

to “suggest” rotational resistance [20].

Our construction pipeline only supports Voxels and passive

ShapePlates. We decided against active ShapePlates, since it would

have required us to equip ShapePlates with hardware, slowing down

the fabrication and construction process. Depending on the use

case, e.g., designers who re-use their ShapePlates in 3D-modeling

applications [31, 35], some might bene�t from active components.

In addition, the construction process relies on the manually gen-

erated .hpdf which we aim to automate in the future. To this end,

we did not evaluate user performance in constructing VoxelHap

proxies but leave this for future work.

Each Voxel is a self-contained unit, and therefore comes with its

own power source. This limits the scalability and usability to a cer-

tain extent. Voxels cannot share or distribute power and need to be

recharged individually. One of our earlier prototypes used wireless

charging, but this only works when the proxy is frequently placed

and left on the table, for example encounter-type proxies. Another

interesting approach would be to utilize users’ manipulations of

functional parts, i.e., rotation, to harvest energy [57].

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented VoxelHap, a block-based construction

toolkit to create functional proxies for VR. It consists of Voxels,

blocks with special functionalities, and Plates, to increase the hap-

tic resolution. It is the �rst VR toolkit that incorporates VR illusion

techniques into the design. We presented a range of fully func-

tional proxies, for various use cases and applications, illustrating

the potential of the toolkit. Our technical evaluation ought to help

assess its capabilities and limitations. In two experiments with 24

participants, we evaluate a subset of the constructed proxies and

study how they compare to a traditional VR controller. First, we

investigated VoxelHap’s combined haptic feedback, and second, the

trade-o�s of VoxelHap’s ShapePlates. Our �ndings show that Voxel-

Hap’s proxies outperform traditional controllers and were generally

favored by participants. Finally, by open-sourcing VoxelHap’s hard-

ware, we hope to ease access, save resources and encourage the

community to contribute to haptic interfaces—even beyond VR.
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